
A THEOREM ON LAPLACE-STIELTJES-INTEGRALS
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Let a(t) be a real function which has finite total variation in every

finite interval OStST. If the Laplace-Stieltjes-Integral

(1) f   e-"da(t)
J o

converges for a finite s0 = x0+iyo, then there is a region Res>p,

where the integral (1) defines an analytic function f(s) =£,{a}. The

behaviour of this function/(.s) on the line Re s=P has been the sub-

ject of many investigations (Biggeri [l], Delange [3], Landau [6],

Stacho [ll]). A basic result is due to Hamburger [5]: The function

f(s) has a singularity at s=P, if a(t) is nondecreasing for all t^ To. In

this paper we shall extend this theorem to the (C, k)-means of (1),

for positive integral k. (For previous work in this direction see Mayer-

Kalkschmidt [7; 8]).

The (C, &)-mean of the integral (1) is defined by the function

1   /•'
(2) mk(s, t) = — I    (/ - v)ke-"daiv).

tk Jo

If the limit

(3) lim nikis, t)

exists for a finite sn, then it exists in a halfplane Re s>pk, the half-

plane of (C, &)-summability. In this region the limit (3) defines an

analytic function fis), which is the analytic continuation of fis)

= £s{a}, if pk<p. For proofs of these and further theorems in the

theory of the (C, k)-means the reader is referred to Bosanquet [2],

Doetsch [4], McCrossen [lO]. The following theorem is analogous to

Hamburger's theorem.1

Theorem A. Let pk be the abscissa of (C, k)-summability of the inte-

gral (1) and let fis) be the function defined by this integral. If

(4) mkiPk, t) is nondecreasing for t = To ^ 0,

and if

Received by the editors June 23, 1958 and, in revised form, August 18, 1958.

1 This theorem represents the correction of Theorem 3.1 in the author's paper

[8].
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(5) 7(r)(ft+) = 0 for r = 1, • • • , k,

then f(s) has a singularity2 at s=(3k.

The proof will indicate that conditions (4) and (5) are, in a sense,

necessary.

For the proof we need two lemmas which are interesting in them-

selves.

Let [L, c, n] stand for the class of functions g(s) which satisfy the

following conditions:

(a) i(s) 1S analytic at 5=0,

(b) g(s) can be represented in Res>0 by a Laplace-Stieltjes-

Integral,

(c) g^(0)=cr,r = l, ■ ■ ■ , n.

Lemma 1. Let Av stand for the binomial coefficient CP+', denote

dr = ( — l)Tcr/rl and xm = det aa, where aik = At-1 for i = l, • ■ ■ , n and

k = l, • • ■ , m — I, m + l, ■ ■ • , n and aik = difor k=m. Then the func-

tion

n g

(6) ^ = £ TT^T
m_l    (1 + s)m

belongs to the class [L, c, n\. The (C, k)-mean of (6) has for kfkn at

5=0 the form?

k    Qkc

(7) mk(g, 0, t) = co + £ -^ - e-'P(l),
p-i    tp

where c0= £m-i xm, and

n v m+k— 1 .

P(t) = (-!)*£-— £ piCp-t t
m-1   (m  —   1)\     p=k

A similar formula has been obtained by Doetsch [4, p. 341 ].

Proof. It is obvious that the function (6) is analytic at 5=0. Con-

dition (b) is also satisfied, because of the formula

(m — l)\       rx
(8)- =  |    e-^'e-'r-'dt.

(1 + 5)-      Jo

If the sum in (6) is expanded in a powerseries in 5

2 The rth right derivative of the function f(s) at the point s<, is defined by the

limit /«(*>+) =lim...0+ (f~»(s) -/<'-1>(*o+))/(s-*>).

8 In general mk{h, s, t) will denote the (C, £)-mean constructed from the function

h(s); if h(s) =f(s). we shall write mk(f, s, t) =mk{s. t).
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n *. n co oo n

22    , = z)*»z) (-•s)p^r = zx --op z) ̂ r~ *».,
ro-1   (1 + S)m        m=l j,=0 j)=0 m=l

it is seen that the first ra derivatives of gis) have, for x=0, the value

(9)   ar = (-i)Vi £ A7\m=(-dv- £ ^r1 ± i-Dm+xApm,
m=l m=l j>=1

where r = l, • • • , ra, and where Apm is the subdeterminant con-

structed from det A*, (* = 1, ••-,«; &=0, • • • , ra —1), by deleting

the pth row and the mth column. Changing the order of summation

in (9) yields

" " + _1

Or = r\ ^2 i-lfdp 22 (_1)   *A™    Apm=i-Y)r\dr = cT,r = 1, • • •, ra
p=l m=l

which proves the first part of the lemma.

For the proof of the second part we observe, that equations (6)

and (8) imply the equation

/>»              n                *.e~si 22 -e-'r^dt.
o        m-i im — 1)\

Therefore

A        *m        l   r'
mig, 0,1) =22 ',-— —      e-(l - v)kV"~ldv.

m_i (m — 1)! /* J o

Applying the Binomial Theorem we obtain

»>4^) = I:-777— 22Crl    (-1)   lev        dv.
m=i (m — 1)!   /* r=o •/ o

Integration by parts yields

mig,o,t) = ±—^j:c!ri-ij
m=i  (w — 1)! r=0

t                                 m7Atr                     (w - 1 + r)!    }
• Um - 1 + r)\ - <r*   £   ^1+^ z-—-—} -

{ P_o im — 1 + r — p) l)

We invert the order of summation and find

«*(«, 0, /) = E Cr T(-1) rl £ *» i--—-f- - e   Pit).
r_o m-i im — l)\rl

This reduces to
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*     C*C

m(g, 0, t) - E —-e~^(0,
r-0       ^r

where

» xm       m^+* "^+*     * ,      (m-l-r)\
P(D   =   2Z-(-777     £     '"-1-"       E      ̂ (-1)     7-——"•

m=i (m— 1)!   „_0 r-H-»-i (m — 1 - p + r)\

Since C* = 0 for r>£, the inner sum shrinks to

£ Cj(-1)'(« - 1 + r) • • • (« - 1 + r - p + I)
r—0

and this expression is equal to the pth derivative of the function

(l—t)ktm~1 for t = l. This value is zero for p<k. For p = k we have

the value ( — l)kk\, and for p>k we obtain by applying Leibnitz' rule

to the mentioned function the value C%( — l)kk\(m — 1) • ■ ■ (m+k—p).

This gives us the stated formula for P(t), and the proof of Lemma 1 is

complete.

Lemma 2. Let k be an integer. Then the statements

(10) /'(&+) =/"(&+) = • • • =/(B)(A+) - 0,/w-»Gfc+) > 0,

and

(11) mk(0k, t)        is nondecreasing for t ^ TQ ̂  0,

contradict each other for all integral n<k.

For the corresponding theorem on power series see Mayer-Kalk-

schmidt [9].

Proof. Without restriction of generality we can assume Bk=0.

We show first that/'(0+)>0 and (11) are contradictory. The func-

tion

k    r'
yk(0,t) =— J    (t - v)k-hda(v)

exists almost everywhere, and almost everywhere the equation

dmk(0, i)/dt=yk(0, t) holds. Furthermore we have for the derivative

of the function f(s) the formula

f'(s) = -  f   e-"tda(t),
J o

which, for Re 5>0, can be represented in the form
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?® = _ TT^TT f   e~" f (' - v)k-l*daiv)dl.
(« — 1)1 Jo Jo

Condition (11) implies that for positive s we have

/'W = ~ 7^-TT7 f  °e_,( f (' ~ v)k~hdaiv)dl,
(«- l)!Jo Jo

and the right side tends to zero as j approaches the origin. Hence, if

/'(0+) exists, we have the inequality

/(*) ~ /(0)
/'(0+) =  lim ——— S    lim sup   /'(z) S 0,

s-»+0 5 j-»+0;0<z<s

which implies the desired contradiction.

In order to complete the proof of the lemma we construct a func-

tion his) such that

fis)
(12) 7-AA = h>(s)

s"

for Res>0, where ra is a positive integer. If this function has the

representation

(13) h(s) =  f   e-"db(t),
J 0

we find from equation (12) the relation

/»  00 *%   OO y»   te~sHdb(t) = - Ci I    e-" I    (t - v)"~lvda(v)dt.
0 */ o J 0

Because of the uniqueness of the Laplace-Stieltjes-Transform this

implies

/, t ym t

it - v)"~lvdb(v) = C2\    it- v)"+"-hdaiv),
0 J 0

where g is a positive integer and C2 is a positive constant. Now, let

yk(h, 0, t) correspond to (13) as yk(0, t) corresponds to (1). Then an

implication of equation (14) is that

yn+q(0, t) SOfor t=To^O

implies

yq(h, 0, 0 fe 0 for / ^ To S 0.

If we multiply equation (12) by s", differentiate it n times we obtain
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/(»+!>(5) = £ cl(s»)wA("+1-"»)(s).
m=0

Because of condition (10) this implies that lim,.+0/(M+1>(5)

= C3 lim8^+o h'(s), where C3 is a positive constant. Hence, with

n+q = k, the following implications are true

y(»+i)(0+) ^0       if and only if h'(0+) > 0,

and

y*(0, 0^0       if and only if yk(h, 0, 0 ^ 0.

The two statements on the right contradict each other, therefore the

same is true for the left hand statements, and the lemma is proved.

Now we proceed to prove Theorem A. We assume without restric-

tion of generality that (3* = 0. According to the theorem by Ham-

burger, condition (4) implies that the Laplace-Stieltjes-Integral

e-xdm^O, t)
0

defines a function F(s) which has a singularity for 5=7, where y is

the abscissa of convergence of the integral (15). We show that this

property transfers to the function f(s).

Since (1) is (C, &)-summable, 7=0. Then, by integrating the inte-

gral (15) by parts, we obtain for Re 5>0 the relation

F(s)       r •
-■ =  I    e~stmk(0, t)dt.

5 Jo

Differentiating this expression k times, we find

/F(s)Yk) /•»
(-—)     = (-1)*J    e~'Hkmk(0, t)dt

and finally, by an elementary argument,

,     , /F(5)\«> f(s)
(16) (_)      -(-lWl£[.

This equation, together with condition (4) and Hamburger's theo-

rem implies that 7^0. Therefore 7=0, and F(5) has a singularity at

5=0. The same is true for/(5) as the following indirect proof shows.

Let us assume that the function f(s) is analytic at 5=0, and that

the power series expansion is, according to condition (5),

(17) f(s) =c0 + ck+isk+1 + ck+2sk+2 + ■•■ .
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If this expression is substituted in equation (16), and this equation is

then integrated k times, along a path in the right half-plane, one ob-

tains the expansion

* OO

Fis) = ao+22 °nSn + i-l)kk   22 cnB(n - k, k)s",
n=l n=k+l

where the an are constants of integration, and Bip, q) is the Euler

integral of first kind. Hence we have found, that if fis) is analytic at

s=0, and has the expansion (17), then F(s) is also analytic at 5=0.

Now we show, that condition (5) is necessary for the truth of the

theorem. For this we assume again, that/(s) is analytic, but we let

f(s) have the expansion/(s) =c0+Cis+c2s2+ ■ ■ • , where at least one

of the cn, ISnSk, does not vanish. If we insert this expansion in

equation (16) and integrate as before, at one step we shall introduce

a logarithm, and we can say nothing about the analyticity of F(s).

Now we construct the function h(s)=f(s)—g(s), where g(s) is the

function constructed in Lemma 1 (for the case n = k). The function

h(s) is then analytic at 5 = 0, and has an expansion like (17). Hence

we can repeat the argument above, if only the (C, &)-mean cor-

responding to the function h(s), mk(h, 0, t), increases monotonically

for t^To^O. According to Lemma 1 we have

*    Ckc

mk(h, 0,1) = mk(0, t) -22 JLJL + e~'P(t),

and this function increases monotonically for large t, if the first non-

zero cp, p^ 1, is positive. However Lemma 2 shows, that this contra-

dicts condition (4). This indicates in which sense condition (5) is

necessary.
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